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The neutron generators with a neutron yield 
2-5~10" n/s for neutronactivation analysis and the 
cnes with a neutron yield lOI1 n/s hnd more, aimed 
mainly for researches are designed and manufactured 
in Efrernov Institute (NIIEFA). The generators 
are equipped with the electr(ylagn;-tic mass-separators 
to exclude the molecular components frcmn the beam. 
The hydrogen ions beam with tht cur rent up to 100 tnA 
at energies 250-300 k?V i i cbtain4 c " th; 
experiment31 accelerator. 

Large efforts made to #design pm, ful ncut i‘on 
generators are explained mainly by the great demand 
for intensive neutron fluxes ?o inv%ztiyate radiation 
resistance of fusion reactor materials and to carry 
oat research+5 in the neutron physics. Of special 
interest are neutron generators cpsr,atig both in 
continuous and pulse r.zginEs. IQuite d number <Jf 
researches, such as mzasuraents of microscopic: 
cross-sect ions and integral ?xp+riWrts at small 
interaction cross-s+ctions, may bs carried olJt wirh 
their help. The rdev+lopment cf activation analysis i; 
under way, where the applicati.>n of intensive ncutr-,:ar, 
fluxes allows to increase the sensitivity and accurscy 
of methods. 

Generators with a neutron yi+ld l-SxlO"n/s, whit h 
may be applied for neutron-actirratiorl analysis, and 
the ones with a neutron yield 10 I7 n/s and more, 
intended mainly for scientific rescar;hes, are 

designed and manufactured in NIIEFA over a l.>ng pcri& 
of time. 
target, 

After p,Jtting the gentrators with a rotatin? 
which provided a yield of 10'2 n/s, " 

operation (Ref. i), the works on gen'ratirm arrj 
shaping of the beams of atcmic deutei-ium ic.ns with a 
few tens of millianps were continued 

A n&er of ion sources of ducpksmatron t{p+ t> 
generate a deuteriunl ion baam with a current z.f 5 r&,, 
30 mA and 100 rn4 has been designed for neutron 
generators. A duoplasmetrron remsins ,>n+ ,-,f ?hc most 
cmly used sources 
due to its high gaseous 

in neutron g-irerators mainly 
efficiency ind, besides, it 

provides high fraction of atomic ions. It is +chi-ved 
by 'generating high discharge density in the field ot 
the emission hole, this in its turn results in the 
develcpment of an anode block ccnposed of tungsten 
and copper with effective cooling. Th4 content of 
atanic component in the designed sources amounts to 
69% at a beam current of 5 mA and 70% at a beam 
current of more than 20 mA. 

One of the main problem while designing a high 
current dus,lasnntron is beam shaping with parametei,s 
suitable for further acceleration and transport to 
the target, 

In the result of nrmksrical and experimental 
studies the parameters of extraction region Wclre 
optimized and the data for cptimizatioo calculations 
for ion-cptical system of accelerators were obtained. 

An ion-cptical system for generation of a bean 
with a crossover at a distance up to 2 m fram an 
acceleration tube while changing the beam current in 
a wide range, was designed while applying as the main 
focusing element the lens formed by an acceleration 
tube inlet ;rnd a fmusing electrode with regulated 

potential. 
The acceleration tube with the ion source of the 

tigh curr?nt acc+leratw~, where a beam of hydrogen 
ions with a cuirrent up to 100 mA has been generated 

at 250.3OC k?V energy, is shown in Fi.3. I (Ref. 2). 

Fig. I. The accrltration tube with the ion source 
l-cathode; 2-anode; 3-expansion clp; 

4-extracting electrode; S-focusing 
fl~C?rCKiE; 6-ad:celrrating electrode; 
7 hias ?lect~n tr3p 

Fl?ctrc& configuration and potential distribution 
over alectrcdcs were sel+ct?d by am optimization 
ccquti ny pr*ram. c; ,a, 2 shows ion beam envelopes 
calculated at different values of beam current and 
p&?ntial on the fcaisiny slectrode. 
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Fig. 2. Beam envelopes in the acceleration tube 
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A ntir of acceleration tubes for different beam 
parrmeters has been designed for neutron generators. 
These t&es structurelly differ in dimensions and the 
way of potential distribution in the accelerating gap. 
They are glued from porcelain insulators and 
stainless steel disks, on which the electrcdes of the 
ion-optic system ar'e installed. Now wz begin using in 
the generators the acceleration tubes made by the 
method of thermal -diffusion welding. 

one of the most cccrplicated and critical rlrit of 
an intensive generator of G 1 neutrons is thi2 tar&t 

operate with a more powerful ion beam. Differential 
purrping provides uniform pressing of the seal ring and 
reduces the leak- into the target assembly. 

The experimental works carried out allared to 
design a ntier of generators with yield of 
10"-10*%/s (Ref.3). All generators are provided with 
magnetic mass-separators of an accelerated ion bean to 
increase considerably the life time of titanic, 
tritiurl targets. The highvacuun purping generator 
systems are designed on the basis of titaniun sputter- 
ion pwps. 

Fig. 3. The principal sch+m of Ni;r~ll generator 
l-tank; 2-ion source; 3-accelelration tub*; b-vacuuw pMIQ; 

S-mass-separator; 6-quadr~pole lens; 7-beamstcpoer; B-target 

assenbly. To operate with a beam of various power four 
modifications of target asserrblies were designed. Two 
of them are want for cperation in generatol.5 with' 
yield up to 2xlO"n/s and SxlO"n/s, respectively. Th? 
titaniun-tritium targets 45 m awl 90 nm in diawt+r 
are displaced in a circular manner relative to an 
ion beam by a bellows drive. The bellon? pr-ovidts 
reliable tightness of the device, but limits the speed 
of circular displacement of the targf;t ( dcwQ to 100 

rpn) * 
The target assembly with a rvtat ing target 90 mn 

in diameter runs during several years in the generator 
with a yield of 10" n/s, providing th? operating 
thermal regime of the target at a rotation speed of 
1000 rpm. Rut ccnparatively small area of the active 
layer of the target does not provide lony-tern 
operation of the? generatcr at high neutron yield. Thz 
target asse&ly with targets 130 mx in dieter,, 
rotating with a speed up to 1000 rpm permits to 
ccmsiderabl y increase the duration of continuous 
generator operation and to provide ttw= possibility to 

The tffir-11 neutron generators, its principal 
xh-m is shown in Fig. 3, has a neutron yield of 
2x10" n/s with the half-life time of the target about 
100 hours. 

The generat$or accrle~ .stw- permits to obtain atanic 
ions beam up to ? Wi on the target at an ion er~rgy of 
150 k‘?V. The i.m WWY:C and acceleration t&e are in 
ttw tank , filled by an insulating gas. High volt- 
and SWPl Y to the ion sourcp are de1 iver-ed by a 
multicort high-voltagi cable frun the closed blocks 
filled with condenser. oil. The isolation of high- 
vol tag6 accelerator strwture frcm the envircfnnent 
allows to provide (IWC reliabl.= accelerator -ration. 
At present modified generator is being designed, 
which will provide .3 neutt'on yield of 5x10" n/s and 
where a high-voltage supply and power' supply systems 
of the ion sour-(-e are placid together with the 
accrieration tube in ,x~e tank. 

The t+-12 neutron gi~rator, the .s<celrratw of 
which has under-gon? ,:ccI+J~.;Y t‘--s?s, is drsiywd f<* a 
rwutrc+ yield of 1 -2x10 " ~1,'; 



Fig. 4. Th? g;ner'al vL?w of th- ~JG 12 ;r~~~l+r~t;:,r 

The high-volt= accelerator structure is af <jr> 
q3en design. Supply voltage to the ion s*urc+ i; 
delivered by a high-voltage cable. Thr high-voltag+ 

. . 
rectifier and pour supply unit of the ion scurvy ar+ 
installed in rretal tanks with oil insulation. 
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The power supply systems of the ion source are 
located in the high-voltage terminal. The source 
parameters are controlled by cptic fibre carmunication 
channels. High-voltage sq>ply is located near the 
high-voltage terminal. Mass-separation of a beam is 

performed by the electrcnragnet with a bending angle of 
45 . A beam is focused on the target by the do&let of 
+lectrC)CoLji3netic quadrupole lenses. It is possible to 
bend a beam in three directions if WE equip the 
generator with additional transport systems with 
tarytt aszrrbliiis. The target 230 mn in diameter has 
a circulsr active layer 200 mn in the outer and 100 mn 
in th- inner dianetrr. &sides rotary motion of the 

target th-? forward motion relative to a beam is 
provi+d for tetter usage of the active layer. 

Thr cquipmert for pulse rcgine of the generator 
yerat i XI, which will be installed in one of the 
transport channels, is being designed. The system of 
b+anl interruption with the following bunching will 
permit to ,generat;i neutron pulses with a duration up 
tc 1 rls, ?hus 

applic.ations. 
enlarging the field of generator 

Furthet, work: on %utror generators aim also at 
sn increase in thi neutron output in the continuous 
r,eginri 

Fiy. 5. The principal scheme of the ffi-12-l generator 
l-ion source; ?-high-voltage terminal; 3-acceleration tube; 4-high-voltage source; 

S-isolation transformer; 6-stabilizing divider; 7-vacuum chamber; 
9-mass-separator; IO-qoadrupole lens; 

8-vacum valve; 
11beamstcpper; 12-target assebly 

Fig. 5 shows the principal schem of thE K-12-1 
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